
TVMatchen adds new features in preparation for an eventful year of sport
Raketech announces plans to enhance leading sports listings platform TVmatchen.nu with all-new dedicated sections for the
biggest sporting events in 2018.

The TVmatchen platform delivers real-time sports TV listings, statistics and betting tips, to millions of sports fans across Sweden, Norway
(TVkampen.com), and Denmark (TVsporten.dk).

Raketech has confirmed plans to roll-out dedicated content for the biggest sporting events of the year. A record number of visitors accessed a
special campaign site for the 2018 winter games. So far, the website has seen an increase of almost fifty percent in visitors when compared to
the last winter games in Sochi.

The dedicated campaign sections will be added for the most popular championships, such as the football World Cup, and will feature extra
content and improved functionality to bookmark favourite teams and create notifications.

Michael Holmberg, Raketech CEO said: “We always want to add value to our users. After seeing some impressive Winter Olympics figures for
TVmatchen, we saw an appetite for dedicated areas and decided to feature the biggest events in 2018. We want to provide our users with the
best information imaginable for as many sports as possible, so that they can discover everything about their favourite teams and matches from
a single integrated media platform.”

TVmatchen.nu is Raketech’s leading sports TV listing platform. Equivalent platforms are serving Denmark and Norway through TVsporten.dk
and TVkampen.com respectively. Check out the website for more information on where you can watch the latest live sports or download the
app from the Apple Store and Google Play.

For more information, please contact press@raketech.com

About Raketech Group

Raketech is a distinguished online affiliate and content marketing company based in Malta. Raketech was launched in 2010 with a purpose to
guide users to the best possible services and deliver excellent results for our partners, with a vision to always be the first choice.

The long list of websites operated by the award-winning affiliate includes leading gaming websites in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway.
Successful brands include flagship casino website Casinoguide.se, specialist sports betting portals BetXpert.com and Betting.se, plus leading
sports TV listing platform TVmatchen.nu.


